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VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT OF MY ART, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Posted by leonidafremov - 2010/08/31 21:52

_____________________________________

Dear Friend,
I'm turning to my fans and followers of my art for advice. I don't know what to do about all the copyright
violations happening with my art. As of today there are more then 200 listings of supposedly my art on
ebay, although I closed my ebay account along time ago and don't sell anything on ebay anymore. I see
a lot of people stealing my images and selling fake giclees on ebay. I even saw people selling counterfit
originals with a fake signature and certificate. Only a little fraction of these listings is my real art that
people bought from me in the past and now resell.
When I report a such a listing on ebay, they remove it. However ebay is a big company and isn't able to
follow everything. As the matter of fact, they don't really care. I don't know how to protect myself from
such horrible theft. Please tell me what can I do. i know i need to hire a lawyer and sue some companies
but I don't know what kind of lawyer handles such matters. Many people buy supposedly my paintings
and giclees from various website and think its from me. They end up buying a fake or a counter-fit or an
authorized giclee with a fake signature and then go complain to me about the quality like they bought the
items from me. I don't know what to do about this, please advice.
LeonidAfremov http://www.totalartsoul.com/images/fbfiles/images/leonid.jpg
============================================================================

Re: VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT OF MY ART, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Posted by latifahshay - 2010/09/01 04:16

_____________________________________

Don't have any answers, but I feel for you. I hope you can get this all straightened out.
============================================================================

Re:VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT OF MY ART, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Posted by joe - 2010/09/01 20:18

_____________________________________

An easy way is to buy the art from the 'fake' seller on ebay, tell them you want to pay by e-check, but
don't pay, and then just leave negative feedback saying that the works of art for sale by the seller are
fakes, I think that would put them out of business. And you haven't even needed to pay for the item,
even if you do have to, you may be able to raise a dispute with Paypal to get a refund.
============================================================================

Re: VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT OF MY ART, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Posted by atalyadesigns - 2010/09/02 00:34

_____________________________________
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Hi Leonid - I'm so sorry to hear about your artwork being fraudulently copied (how terrible!), your artwork
is beautiful and very special.
I do not have much advice I'm afraid, but have you thought about disabling the 'right-click' function on
viewing your larger pictures? To stop the 'save picture as' facility. I'm sure people can currently
download your work and print them off quite easily. Maybe you could stop them from doing this and
hopefully that will help?
I do hope so.
Sending you my sympathy and blessings, I hope you find a solution soon, your work is stunning. God
bless, Emma
============================================================================

Re: VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT OF MY ART, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Posted by JenDonald - 2010/09/02 11:31

_____________________________________

Emma, could you explain how to disable the right click function?
All the best,
Jen
============================================================================

Re:VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT OF MY ART, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Posted by gringrimaceandsqueak - 2010/09/02 16:57
_____________________________________

There are lots of art organisations out there who if you join offer greatly discounted legal services, if you
can afford to go down that route I'd reccommend finding one through such an organisation as you'll know
they are a) the right type and b) competent.
There are lots of things you can do to stop work being poached, from limiting the size and quality of
images posted online to watermarking them, but the best defense is to simply be better than your
imitators, true fans will want to buy directly from you anyway and anyone buying cheap knock-offs
deserves exactly what they get. If they buy innocently and come to you, they will presumably be
annoyed themselves and are the ideal people to get behind you on this.
============================================================================

Re: VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT OF MY ART, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Posted by efikim - 2010/09/02 17:16

_____________________________________

JenDonald wrote:
Emma, could you explain how to disable the right click function?
All the best,
Jen
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Disabling the right click function is pretty much pointless. If the image is displayed on your computer
screen, it has to be able to be downloaded into your computer for that to happen.
In practice, its very easy to get a copy of the file even if the right click function is disabled.
Disabling the right click function may also annoy some visitors to your site who want to use some of the
other functions on it.
============================================================================

Re: VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT OF MY ART, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Posted by leonidafremov - 2010/09/02 23:55

_____________________________________

thanks for your response. I got images of resolution that not sufficient for good printing. But its good
enough for someone to paint a fake. They also can just paint off the computer screen. When I found
fake prints , they were made off original paintings the crooks actually bought from me. They buy a
painting from me for 500 dollars and then make much more from reproducing it. :/
============================================================================

Re: VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT OF MY ART, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Posted by Obsidianram - 2010/09/08 11:51

_____________________________________

Unfortunately, what you're reporting seems to be an all too common occurrence - many times the culprits
being based in countries that refuse to investigate or prosecute such cases. I hate to point a finger,
because several countries do it, but knock-offs from China seem to be one of the more frequent
perpetrators.
It's a never ending battle, and one more akin to trying to eradicate cockroaches. One suggestion I can
possibly offer is to make sure any works you personally sell (either by self or through authorized dealers)
include a Certificate of Authenticity. Most knowledgeable buyers know to look for and expect CoA's, just
as you would expect to receive a similar certificate when purchasing a diamond (one that identifies cut,
clarity, etc.).
A Certificate of Authenticity is really the only guarantee a buyer (investor?) has that enables them to
prove a work is indeed legitimate, should they seek to resell it later on for whatever reason, or to file an
insurance claim for a catastrophic loss, etc.
Good luck waging the war, and best wishes on an acceptable resolution.
============================================================================

Re:VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT OF MY ART, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Posted by FaerieMajikk - 2010/09/09 01:33

_____________________________________

this is just disgusting!
I agree that the right click disable is worthless as everyone knows how to use the print screen.
Definitely use a watermark and make all online images: max of 72dpi.
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With regards to COA are you a member of ebsq?
EBSQART.COM
it is a paid membership (well worth the price)
you can upload art and create COA that are then activated/locked by the buyer using a code supplied on
the COA...if the buyer wants to sell the artwork, they need to contact you so you can then 'unlock' the
COA.
It's a good idea, that way you know where your art is.
Send out a press release/announcement about the copyright infringements.
Educate your buyers!
Goodluck, i really hope this gets resolved.
============================================================================

Re:VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT OF MY ART, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Posted by Obsidianram - 2010/09/09 10:22

_____________________________________

Good call on the EBSQ thing (and thanks for the link). I remember seeing something about it years ago
~ probably bookmarked on the computer that crashed. lol
The only downside I see to implementing that tight of control is scaring away potential "investors" that
don't want to succumb to another inconvenience. Sort of like a commodity or stock investor doesn't
need a "Mommy May I" note in order to sell their interests...if you follow what I'm saying? Still,
interesting way to keep tabs on where your art is hanging, as you said. Not sure where to side on that
one.
============================================================================

Re:VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT OF MY ART, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Posted by FaerieMajikk - 2010/09/09 10:43

_____________________________________

I get what you are saying but how many people purchase art on a whim, especially Originals.
Me personally if i were to purchase an original i would hope there would be a coa included as a lot of
emerging artists don't have COAs with their art.
Signing up for a free patron account on ebsq to activate the coa is relatively painless, to unlock it is fairly
simple too.
May also help with a resale of a painting too, so a new buyer feels reassured.
That's my way of thinking any way.
============================================================================

Re:VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT OF MY ART, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Posted by efikim - 2010/09/09 12:50

_____________________________________

Anybody who can fake a painting (or issue a print) can also create a COA, so I don't see how having one
helps the purchaser. An art dealer, once the original artist has become famous, may be able to
recognise the artists style of COA and so know which is fake, but the average purchaser of art from
emerging artists won't.
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If you're in the USA, check what you need to do for 'copyright' to have any real meaning. I've seen many
mentions of a requirement to register your copyright before you have any meaningful legal protection the
US. I've not bothered to look into the details as I'm not there.
============================================================================

Re:VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT OF MY ART, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Posted by Mindful_Musings - 2010/10/22 00:02
_____________________________________

I'm sorry to hear of your copywright problem. It's sad to see that some people have no concience or
ethics when it comes to making money. Please let us know if you have found a solution.
============================================================================

Re:VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT OF MY ART, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Posted by mermaidsue - 2010/10/22 01:21

_____________________________________

If you are in the US you might want to try Volunteer Lawyers for the ARts. Perhaps they can give you
some guidance.
http://www.vlany.org/aboutus/index.php
============================================================================

Re:VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT OF MY ART, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Posted by Cathy - 2010/10/22 06:39

_____________________________________

Thanks for that link mermaidsue. Not being in the US ourselves, we're not too aware of the laws there.
:-)
============================================================================

Re:VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT OF MY ART, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Posted by Vykky - 2010/12/02 07:19

_____________________________________

Wow.. I'm so sorry that this happened to you, I can't imagine what you must be feeling. Definitely please
let us know if you find an answer. That lawyer group for the arts looks promising.
Best,
Vykky
============================================================================

Re:VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT OF MY ART, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Posted by ManDuh - 2010/12/02 12:52
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_____________________________________

I've heard from a couple of sources that art dealers and auction houses (not sure about galleries) look at
CoAs askance and automatically suspect a forgery when a piece comes with a CoA.
The volunteer arts lawyers link looks awesome! I wonder if you asked around at galleries or museums if
they could offer you any advice.
I'm sorry you have to deal with this. :/ Another artist friend of mine has been fighting with Ebay for a year
or so over the same issues. Unfortunately while Ebay may delete the occasional listing, they don't seem
to do much beyond that.
============================================================================
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